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Abstract 
 
 
Context 
In the last centuries, we have been generating and building 
infrastructure at a faster pace than ever before. Simultaneously the 
costs for labor and construction sectors as road and house building 
is increasing. This provides room for autonomous machines. The 
development of infrastructure is accomplished through highly 
efficient and productive construction machinery that progressively 
modernizes to form the society. In order to increase the pace of 
development, both cars and industry are getting more and more 
automated. Volvo Construction Equipment is exploring the 
autonomous vehicle space. The new machines complement and 
perfect the human work with efficiency, reliability, and durability. 
There is however, a question of trust between the human workers 
and the autonomous machines, I will in this thesis investigate 
methods on how to develop trust through communication systems 
with autonomous machines.  
 
Objectives 
To create recommendations and solutions for products that build 
trust between human and automated machines on a construction 
site.  
 
Method 
Outcome is reached through a case study exploration with 
validated learning, meaning that it will incorporate learnings 
through prototype iterations.  
 
Results 
The result evaluates how trust could be developed between humans 
and autonomous machinery at a construction site and how 
communication methods between these parties could be 
implemented while maintaining high levels of efficiency and 
safety. 
 
Conclusion 
Findings in this thesis indicates that trust is developed over time 
with reliable systems that provide colleagues with updated 
information available at any time. The results can be introduced in 
both today’s and tomorrow’s construction sites at various levels of 
advanced technology. 
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Sammanfattning 
Sammanhang 
De senaste hundra åren har vi gett upphov till att bygga 
infrastruktur i en snabbare takt än någonsin tidigare. Samtidigt ökar 
kostnaderna för både arbetskraft och byggsektorer som väg- och 
bostadsbyggnader. Denna situation ger utrymme för autonoma 
maskiner. Utvecklingen av infrastruktur sker genom effektiva och 
produktiva konstruktionsmaskiner som successivt moderniseras för 
att forma samhället. För att öka utvecklingstakten moderniseras 
både bilar och industri för att möta en mer automatiserad vardag.  
Volvo Construction Equipment undersöker det autonoma 
fordonsutrymmet för nästa generations maskiner. Automationen 
kompletterar de nya maskinerna och fulländar det mänskliga 
arbetet med effektivitet, tillförlitlighet och hållbarhet.  
 
Det finns dock en fråga om relationen mellan mänskliga arbetare 
och autonoma maskiner, jag kommer i denna avhandling undersöka 
metoder för hur man kan utveckla tillit genom 
kommunikationssystem mellan arbetare och autonoma maskiner. 

 
Mål 
Att skapa rekommendationer och lösningar för produkter som 
bygger tillit mellan mänskliga och automatiserade maskiner på 
en byggarbetsplats. 
 
Metod 
Resultatet uppnås genom användandet av fallstudie forskning 
kombinerat med validerande lärande. Detta innebär lärdomar 
med hjälp av en iterativ process utav prototyper som testas och 
valideras.  
 
Resultat 
Resultatet utvärderar hur förtroende kan utvecklas mellan 
människor och autonoma maskiner på en byggarbetsplats. Hur 
kommunikationsmetoder mellan dessa parter skulle kunna 
genomföras samtidigt som hög effektivitet och säkerhet 
upprätthålls . 
 
Slutsats 
Lärandet i denna avhandling tyder på att förtroendet utvecklas 
över tid med tillförlitliga system som ger medarbetare 
uppdaterad nödvändig information tillgänglig när som helst. 
Resultaten kan införas i både dagens och framtidens 
anläggningsplatser på olika nivåer av avancerad teknik. 
   
Nyckelord: Tillit, Anläggningsmaskiner, Autonoma  
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Nomenclature 
 
Automated Construction Site  A construction site that includes 
multiple automated construction vehicles and few construction workers. 
 
Bone Conduction Headphone  Headphones that uses bone 
conduction technology which transmit sounds via vibration to your skull. 
 
BTH  Blekinge Institute of technology 
 
CAD Computer Aided Design, computer systems to carry out 
creation, design and modification.   
 
Command Center (CC) A central processing unit on the future 
construction site that will control the autonomous machines and direct the 
operations on the site. 
 
Construction Site (CS) Usually where infrastructure is carried out 
or where machines create infrastructure of some kind.  
 
DOF  Degree of freedom in space 
 
Heads-up Display A transparent display that presents data and users do 
not need to look away from their usual viewpoints. 
 
HRI  Human-robot interaction 
 
Machine Operator/Operator The worker who is responsible for operating 
large machines in construction sites. 
 
Machine Intentions What an autonomous machine plans to do. What the 
machine is “thinking.” 
 
Raspberry Pi A small single-board computer used for development. 
 
Remotely operated  A machine that is operated by a human in a 
different location than 
the machine. 
 
RHI  Robot-human interaction 
 
Stanford University  is one of the world's leading research and teaching 
institutions. It is located in Stanford, California. 
 
Volvo CE (VCE) Volvo Construction Equipment 
 
Wrist-mounted Display  A display mounted to the wrist of a worker 
to keep the worker updated with the latest information. 
 



 

 

3D-Printing  An additive manufacturing method used to create a three-
dimensional object trough a successive layer by layer method. 
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1 Introduction  
 
1.1  Background 
 
In near future considerable amount of labor on construction sites will 

be replaced by automated and remotely controlled machines. 

 
 
In recent years, companies in the construction industry have begun 

utilizing the advancements of automated technologies. In the near 

future, much of the current labor on construction sites will 

successive be replaced by automated and remotely operated 

machines. This is already evident in the mining industry where 

autonomous haulers have become commercially available in certain 

applications. The transition to autonomous construction vehicles, 

however, will not be seamless. Volvo CE sees that technology 

should facilitate trust between the human workers and machines, 

the technology should furthermore be applicable to both future and 

current construction sites.  

 

1.1.1 Autonomy  
As a leader in the construction industry, Volvo CE is exploring the 

autonomous vehicle space. They plan to have autonomous 

constructions vehicles and remotely operated vehicles working 

alongside construction workers on future construction sites. For 

that to happen they not only need to make remarkable engineering 

but also understand how to help humans work efficiently with the 

help of autonomous vehicles. Trust between self-independent 

machines and humans is more than important. The goal is not to 

develop new sorts of trust, instead Volvo wants to keep the 

customer confidence in their systems. At Volvo however Niklas 

Gustafsson [3] at Volvo Group mentions that autonomous systems 

never get tired which is a great benefit talking about human error, 

economy, and trust.  
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1.1.2 Trust    
 

” Trust isn’t given, it’s earned” p.2. [8]  

 

Trust can be versatile and often have many proportions [5], these 

proportions frequently play an important role regardless of the 

situation. Confidence is the key thing in every relationship, 

partnership or economic investment [6]. Through time you learn to 

trust your teammates, your relationship. The everyday construction 

work builds on collaboration and trust between colleges. So what 

happens with communication when the operator suddenly becomes 

automated, your trustworthy colleague is all of a sudden a big 

heavy autonomous yellow machine? Earlier you trusted an 

equivalent friend, now you need to trust a computer with 

algorithms to be able to complete your daily work. For me trust is 

something that develops over time with reliable persons or systems. 

 

How can a human interact with an intelligent automated machine at 

a level that allows him to work effectively without interrupting or 

lowering the workflow of the machine? Is there any way of 

screening what the yellow machines next move is? Is it possible to 

interrupt this step to engage and manually remote control the 

machine when needed? How would a system that provides this kind 

of communication look like? The questions of this new concept are 

many, however in this stud, the main goal is to find solutions that 

build trust through communication between autonomous machines 

and humans.  
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1.2  Objectives 
Communication is a very central part of trust, not only the 

communication that happens verbally but also the communications 

made through eye contact that provides confirmation and presence 

between the operator and ground workers. So how can this be 

translated in a universally and understandable way? Which level of 

contact is necessary to build trust?  

 

The objective of this project is to create recommendations and 

solutions for products that build trust between human and 

automated machines. My aim is to convey the story behind 

communication methods within a more autonomous construction 

site. I want to investigate problems that could occur in both future 

and today’s construction sites and get a deeper understanding in 

how solutions for this system could look like. I expect that the 

outcome from this thesis will be beneficial for workers and 

operators in terms of safety, understanding and efficiency in their 

daily life.   

 

1.3  Delimitations 
This study will not take any position on the economic aspects of 

implementation. However, the solutions will still be economically 

justified so they seem to be reasonable.  

 

To make it possible to study HRI and RHI, I have chosen not to put 

too much energy on software systems or sensors that already exist. 

I will assume that such system details are already “onboard”.  This 

to be able to keep the focus on the right things and prove concepts 

rather than develop a fully functional system.  
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1.4  Thesis question and/or technical problem 
 How can a human interact with an intelligent automated 

machine at the level that he can work effectively without 

interrupting or lowering the workflow of the machine in a safe 

and controlled way?  

 What features could increase understanding to the machines 

intention and how could these features look like today?  
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2 Pilot Study 
This thesis is part of a larger collaboration between students from 

Blekinge Institute of Technology and Stanford University. 

Together we committed on taking Volvo CEs challenge to develop 

a whole system that will help human workers effectively work with 

autonomous construction vehicles. This without increased risk for 

humans or unplanned downtime for machines. The challenge is to 

get an understanding of how their future business case could look 

like, Volvo still sees a mixture of humans, traditionally operated 

machines and automated machines at the future site. This project is 

included in the course ME310 where students from global 

universities tackle innovation challenges with companies. 

 

2.1 Volvo Construction Equipment 
The technical mastermind Johan Theofron Munktell founded in 

1832 an engineering workshop with a purpose to develop a local 

mechanical industry. His interest of quality, innovation and 

technical experience gave 1853 birth to Sweden’s first steam 

locomotive (the Firstling). A century after the foundation the 

company merged together with Bolinder created the Bolinder-

Munktell. Volvo CE bought the company Bolinder-Munktell in 

1950 and has since then carried the innovative and adaptive culture 

[38].  

 

Volvo CE is one of the world's largest manufacturers of 

construction machines with over 25 state-of-the-art service and 

technical training facilities all over the world. Their products 

include a wide variety of machines as shown in figure 1. Machines 

such as wheel loaders, excavators, articulated haulers, pipe layers, 

pavers, and much more. Volvo CE has a strong commitment to 

sustainability, quality, and safety.  
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Figure 1: Shows some products from Volvo CE [10] 

As a company with world leading technology, Volvo CE sees a 

more self-independent construction site. Because worker safety is 

their top consideration, Volvo CE is interested in building trust 

between humans and automated machines and making sure humans 

and machines can work efficiently without increased risk for the 

workers [34].  
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3 Theoretical framework 
 

“Trust is generally described as a component of the interaction 

among conscious beings” p.24 [6] 

 

3.1 Trust in automation/robotics 
In the last decade, the automobile technology has taken a certain 

step forward. Designers create a network of complex automation 

features that simplify the everyday user experience. However, the 

user may often trust these features without understanding the 

ideologies or mechanisms behind it [12]. The usage of new vehicle 

technology in a context like this means that you are putting drivers 

in a situation of ambiguity and partial information, examining them 

to put their life in hands of unidentified technology [12]. In this 

way, designers or companies put their users in vulnerable situations 

by distributing responsibility to an alternative party [13]. Because 

of heavy machinery it is important to understand that design in 

product development in construction machinery can have a critical 

a dangerous impact to users and surrounding. An uncontrolled 

autonomous construction machine with design error can do 

excessive harm to the society.  
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3.1.1 Why automation and implementation? 
The new development made it possible to automate functions and 

machines to perform tasks that conventionally were made by hand. 

We can now use automated vehicles and machinery to carry out 

simpler tasks in non-healthy environments to relieve the long/short 

term safety risks for operators [22]. This is not only beneficial in 

toxic areas but also in extreme weather conditions or when 

boring/repetitious tasks are performed, even when accuracy is the 

main goal designers prefer autonomy [19].  Lee and See describe 

automation as machinery that collects data for transformation and 

later on makes decisions upon this gathered data [13].    

 
Not only do we need to implement the technology at the right time, 

when the market is mature enough but we also need to make sure 

that our system works probably before releasing its features. In a 

meta-analysis from 2011 Hancock, Billings & Shaefer indicates 

that the system performance had the most important effect on 

establishing trust within a system [6]. Studies from Schaefer et al. 

indicates that a great extent of trust is earned by a reliable system 

that shows a good amount of capability with low error rate [22]. 

Horswill and Costa also mention that drivers can be extremely 

sensitive observers of system performance, such as capability and 

reliability [14]. Studies also indicates that a key approach to 

measure trust is to show existing predictability and dependability to 

the driver and then measure trust within the system while the 

operator is operating [12]. Muir and Moray mention that 

predictability, reliability, capability, responsibility, system 

accuracy and overall degree of trust is essential words in trust 

technology [21]. Trust is developed by time, parts of these 

keywords are earned by time.  
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3.1.2 Level of trust in a system  
Walker, Stanton & Salmon mentions that many studies regarding 

trust collaboration are often unfortunately made with inspection of 

only one particular component or observation [12]. Studies 

inspecting multiple actions are hard to capture and evaluate due to 

its complexity. Keller and Rice also mention this as “component 

specific trust” [15].  Often people make assumptions that failure of 

part A does not affect part B which is not true, as studies has shown 

failure of one component can impact trust of other systems. One 

component disaster is not only giving hesitations to the part, it is 

actually spreading mistrust to the whole system [16].  Muir and 

Moray indicated 1996 that trust building is non-linear and that 

minor defects could result in superior trust issues [21].  

Walker, Stanton & Salmon refers to a study made by, Hanowski & 

Kantowitz where they indicate that the price value of going from 

40 to 70% reliability in a system is often far greater than going 

from 70 to 100%. They also mention that it is far more punishing to 

succeed with the reliability increase from 70 to 100% [11], [12]. 

Which indicates that the expensiveness in money to increase trust 

at a certain level, but above that level the main burden is workload.    

  

Automated systems that include a lot of false alarms are also 

critical and mistrusted by users [12], Keller and Rice likewise 

supports this finding with issues associated with dependability. 

Studies show that false alarms can infect the system more than 

other types of inaccuracies [12], [15]. Making an understandable 

system that describes the process and displays system-error-

messages clear is a better approach in trust development.  
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3.1.3 Trustee and Trustor 
Trust is something we share with each other, gaining confidence in 

human interaction often includes communication were the trustee 

behaves in a manner that brings trust to the trustor. Lee & See 

describes this as a ‘social exchange’, where communication style 

and attitude vary among manual laborers and operators. They also 

mention that it is important that the past performance should be 

known for the operator to forecast system actions, another key 

thing in trust development is a well-known operating environment 

[13]. To get a deep understanding in a system it is important that 

everyone share the same mental model, for example, individuals 

with similar knowledgebase often understand each other very well. 

Shared mental model is something essential on construction sites, 

construction workers need to communicate on the same level to 

reach efficient work.  

 
3.2 Awareness in autonomous systems 
Walker, Stanton & Salmon indicates that a task is to transfer the 

intention that describes functions in vehicle systems, Deutsch 

means that both parties need to take action and be aware [12], [17]. 

Studies in vehicle technology show that people in blind tests act 

and communicate differently with automated systems then they do 

with systems including humans. In a study made by Lewandowsky, 

he shows that people interacting with humans use a social 

procedure to see how they believed they were perceived to the 

other person they talked to. As Lewandowsky states “Identified the 

operators' trustworthiness, as they thought it would be perceived by 

a human partner, as crucial to task allocation under human 

collaboration but not under automation” [18]. This teaches us that 

belief and trust in autonomous systems come before reliability. In 

the study we also see that humans do not care how they are 

identified in the eyes of computerization This indicates that users 

can act like normal, which may facilitate the design of autonomous 

systems or concepts like this.   
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3.3 Design for automated systems 
Feedback within the system is also a key in developing trust, as if 

the human knows the status of the system it is easier to relate and 

understand the system. Studies often mention that feedback from 

current status and previous performance is an important factor for 

designing systems, also accessibility to information is needed in a 

confident system [20], [22].  Schaefer et al., indicates that good 

communication is very central in trust developing, with good 

communication trust is more likely to be developed in autonomous 

systems [22]. Designing for safety is something that is getting more 

significant as we develop abilities to systems, Semmer 

recommends to include political and social aspect to get a deeper 

understanding in the system [23], [22].  

Safety aspects are something that always needs to go first in line, 

especially when we designing for multiple types of automation.  

“Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it 

works.” –Steve Jobs 

 

3.4 Robot acceptance 
Acceptance in usage among users is central in vehicle designing. 

For maximized output, designers we want the system to be 

accepted and used in the manner they designed it for. A critical part 

is however when the user does not know or understand the 

limitations of a system, he/she over trust features and systems [12]. 

Parasuraman describes this as "Excessive trust can lead operators 

to rely uncritically on automation without recognizing its 

limitations" p.238 [19]. Such circumstances might be harmful in 

areas where vehicles are involved.   
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3.5 Human errors  
Regardless of tiredness, other human factors will also exist. 

Humans do not perform well in stressed situations; In Embrey’s 

study he mentions that an operator has a difficult time to make 

good decisions in stressed situations. He mentions that people in 

stressed situations do not think straight, they only make decisions 

out of information that is accessible in front of them in that 

moment. Decisions that is extraneous and new are also in risk of 

errors. Things that are out of sight is also out of your thoughts [25].   

 

3.6 Technology 
Automated systems work with or without continuous human 

interaction, but sooner or later the system will need human 

presence to do maintenance or visual control. The investigation of 

companies touching upon future construction machinery has also 

been included. Construction companies often improve cabin sight 

for the operator, this so that the operator can have better 

visualization and control around his machine [24]. Volvo CE also 

combined 3 cameras to provide a complete 360-degree view as an 

optional feature for the machinist, this minimizes blind spots. [1], 

[24].  
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4 Method 

This chapter explains the procedures and means used to shape this 

thesis. The section describes how this investigation regarding 

autonomous machines has been performed, as well as the way the 

material has been collected and used. This study is a qualitative 

study with an abductive approach. The literature was mainly 

gathered through searches in databases, mainly because of the 

broad perspective in automation. Qualitative data was collected by 

interviews and observations through the project [27]. 

 

4.1 Research approach  
” A methodology indicates the main path to the destination, but 

without specifying the individual steps.” [26].  

Different methods give various guidance through a project, it is 

therefore important that the method you choose is appropriate to 

your form of research. Jonker and Pennink claim that methods 

specify detailed steps which should be used in a certain order 

during the investigation. At the same time, they also mention that a 

wider and more open question contributes to a wider study with 

fewer boundaries for the researcher [27]. This has contributed to a 

wide research span in my study, an open question has a wider span 

of investigation. As Cohen, Manion, and Morrison indicates the 

proper way is to consider the best way of collecting data before 

starting the analysis. In this way you create a suitable guideline that 

facilitates your path towards a good result. Cohen, Manion and 

Morrison also mentions that “the more concrete the methodology, 

the better the result” p.33 [27].   
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4.1.1 Research strategy Inductive & deductive  
Models have the task to link theory with reality, models have 

different meanings in different scientific terms. Olsson and 

Sorensen say that scientific work is created from questioning, how 

the question is asked and the answer depends on the pattern or 

perspective you choose to work with. There are many ways of 

dividing investigations and specify questions and then carry on 

with adjusting approaches to your problem, Olsson and Sorensen 

mention two mainly research approaches. Inductive approach and 

deductive approach [33].  

First out is the inductive approach. Trough observation you can 

discover phenomena and cases that are interesting in your research. 

These observations are then put together with principles and later 

on form a theory (Figure 2). This is often used in qualitative 

research where analysis is made to discover the result.    

 

Figure 2: Illustrates inductive and deductive approach based on 
Olsson & Sorensen [33] 
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Deductive approach is quite the opposite from inductive. In the 

deductive approach, the foundation goes from research and theory 

towards presentation an adoption to a hypothesis. The approach 

starts with a literature study to discover what other people already 

created, this knowledge could help the user to not “reinventing the 

wheel” [33].  

This study involves both Inductive and Deductive approach. 

Mainly we gathered data from observations and interviews to 

identify patterns and behaviors, these findings were then 

transformed into a model or to be proofed in a concept. At the same 

time, we have also been applying theory to reality in an inductive 

approach. Investigations were made to look at the current 

technology and theory behind the development to understand how 

it works. Doing this we get a broad understanding of the field and a 

model for strengthening the theory and demonstrate the concept for 

others.  Fluctuating between these two approaches is called an 

Abductive approach, Olsson and Sorenson indicates that this 

approach increases the knowledge base. The Abductive approach 

has roots and understanding in both theory and observations, 

providing a deep and broad understanding.  
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4.1.2 Research strategy Qualitative & 
quantitative 
Olsson and Sorensen mentions two major investigative approaches, 

qualitative design and quantitative design. Research with 

qualitative design often have an unspecified question that could be 

described in words [30]. The design covers deep information with 

thorough understanding which gradually grows. Quantitative 

design often concerns topics that can be described in numbers, the 

research often has a formulated and structured framing of a 

question in early phases.  

This research will relate to qualitative design because it will 

depend on deep understanding and research. The main goal and 

path are not clear at the beginning phase, the subject regarding 

automation in construction vehicles will depend on research closely 

connection to the topic. 
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4.2 Literature study 
The main literature is found through searches in databases. Since 

this project has been dealing with the cases of both inductive and 

deductive approaches, studies and observations were linked 

together. The project has involved a lot of iterative process with 

idea generation and therefore a method called deliberately random 

search was chosen in some search context. Deliberately random 

search strategy provides uniform search covering different detailed 

regions [27]. This was helpful to find new trails and hidden 

previous studies on robot technology and HRI. Another process 

called Empirical studies were used where we investigated collected 

works concerning the topic of automation through observations 

[27]. Here we observed automation in cars and movement of an 

automated robotic vacuum cleaner. Even though trust in vehicle 

technology covers a lot of ground, we could unfortunately see 

similar results. Average papers often referred to same previous 

studies, this made the empirical method less effective in our case. 

The last method for gathering information was through keywords 

and findings found in interviews, observations and analyses 

regarding autonomy. I noticed that precise words were often used 

by people with a deeper understanding on the subject of autonomy. 

For an example, interviewed computer science people used more 

detailed keywords regarding artificial intelligence and computer 

learning.  

Terms and precise words that were used in the database searches 

using Liber library was: Autonomy, Trust in HRI, HRI, RHI, 

Autonomy in cars, Self-driving cars, independent robotics, Self-

driven machinery, automated construction sites, future construction 

machines, next generation vehicles, failures in automation, 

algorithms, DARPA, AI.  
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4.3 Interviews  
In case studies interviewing people can be a great way of 

discovering and collecting valuable information. Interviews require 

interaction between researcher and respondents, this is often made 

by a meeting of two persons where one person wants information 

from the other. Interviews can be done via email, telephone or in 

person. In this study I use a combination of the cases above.  

The main purpose is that the researcher wants to get information 

from the other person. That can be all sorts of findings like 

knowledge, opinions, questions or new observations that he or she 

experienced in a certain context [28]. The main purpose is to see 

and explore things from another person’s perspective, in this way 

we can explore things that we are not able to see [29].   

To accomplish a good interview, you need to consider how to avoid 

Yes or No questions, these questions are often conductive and does 

not open for interesting conversations. Also to let the respondent 

finish talking about the previous question before giving him a new 

one, you want the information from him so do not interrupt him 

missing significant information. Sometimes silence can be 

beneficial to let the respondent fill in the quiet gaps. Also, make 

sure to be prepared before the interview. This will ease both 

question part but also provide confidence to share and talk the “the 

same language”. In our case main interviews will be held with 

people that are specialists in the area of automation or construction 

equipment, this type of interview is referred as an “expert 

interview”. The main goal with these interviews goes towards 

gathering information in a specific field, it is essential that the 

respondent has appropriate knowledge and that the interviewer 

understands the subject [28], [33].  
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Yin mentions that it is important to compare collected data 

gathered from an interview with other information sources to 

validate the material [30]. After interviews it is important to 

investigate and validate the possible subjectivity of the collected 

data. Collecting data can be made in different ways, often the 

interviewer takes notes and maybe develop more complicated 

question along the conversation. Other ways to store interviews can 

be through voice recording. Recordings is a great way to store data 

that you can recap and observe the whole dialogue over again. 

Observations as recording may sometimes lead to mistrust and 

uncertainty for both researcher and respondent [30]. Merrian 

indicates that the worst case could be going through the interview 

and then transcend everything you remember from the interview 

afterwards. Her opinion is that recording is far more effective than 

options like transcend while listening or afterwards [30]. In our 

case this was extra clear doing interview where one of us manually 

recorded the conversation. Afterwards, he had missed important 

parts of the interview and also recorded things that he believed had 

relevance. In my case, I am aware of my own oblivion in situations 

where I try to recreate an old conversation. Because of this I 

usually have my notebook or phone nearby.  

For this study, I implemented both a shorter personal interviews but 

also a bit longer conversations to gather initial data. Shorter 

interviews are in this project helpful to gather fast feedback 

regarding prototypes and technology concerning a certain topic. A 

case called “Interview for empathy” have been used where we 

before interviewing created a baseline with questions. The main 

idea is to understand the person’s viewpoint and why that person 

makes and behaves in the manner he or she does. This adapted 

method uses easily accessible guidelines to emphasize the deeper 

understanding and to get the most out of the conversation.  
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It starts with your own introduction and then explaining reports 

towards exploration, the idea is to share the same mental model as 

the respondent. As Barry mentions, “Even when you think you 

know the answer, ask people why they do or say things” p.1 [31]. 

Sometimes these simple answers can surprise you with deeper or 

new understandings, occasionally things that seems to be obvious is 

not. Barry also indicates that conversations should last as long as it 

need to, the last words can often be the important ones [31].  

 

4.4 Observations  
Interviews are a beneficial way to collect data, but it is equally 

important to make observations to extract new solutions in a case 

study. These two methods are considered to be primary information 

source in this case study. Gather information through observations 

is often called “participant observation”, where observations are 

made out in the field where you observe with your senses [30]. 

Fieldwork at construction sites has often confirmed theory I earlier 

discovered to research. For an example, after an interview about 

peoples’ variegated security view I explored the lack of respect 

between peoples and machines from different cultures at ESS in 

Lund. Interviews are kind of a second-hand account of information. 

Observation, on the other hand, is something that brings direct 

experience [32]. Yin points out that you can with simplicity 

observe while you interview, the person being interviewed may act 

or move in a certain way that could bring interest for your study. 
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4.5 Validated learning 
Furr and Dyer state that the most successful companies do not only 

offer a product that is easy to use but they also delight customers. 

“Products that delight customers do the unexpected. They solve a 

problem customers didn’t know they had, or they evoke a positive 

emotion“ [34]. Furr and Dyer mention three principles that are 

applicable to find the unmet customer needs. That involves “deep 

customer empathy” in a way that companies should understand 

customers better than themselves. Furr and Dyer quotes “To walk a 

mile in your customer’s shoes, you have to take your own shoes off 

first” (as cited in Smith, 2013) [34]. In other words, you need to be 

the customer to feel the customer. Try to find as many solutions as 

possible, see it from both a wide and narrow perspective. The third 

way of finding unmet customer needs is to experiment promptly, 

try to get opinions early and often in the process. Ways of doing 

this is to seek for surprises and indications of a problem, try to seek 

in a broad perception [34].  In my case I tried to operate a wheel 

loader to understand what is feels like to be in an operator, from 

that I looked for things that was not the ordinary. Also things that 

operators or manual labors do without thinking about it are of 

interest.  
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Furr and Dyer also assert that rapid prototypes may sound like old 

news but they mean that this method has a fundamental role in 

validating your hypotheses. Fast feedback, new inputs and a “hands 

on” experience are quickly available. They also discovered that in 

some cases it can be beneficial to fake the capability of a product, 

this to reach out and give the hands-on experience to the user [34]. 

It is not a goal whether you have a perfect product, it is about a 

product good sufficient for testing the functionality. Ries mentions 

that “The Lean Startup is a new way of looking at the development 

of innovative new products that emphasizes fast iteration and 

customer insight, a huge vision and great ambition, all at the same 

time” p.26 [35]. Find, innovate and build what customers seek for 

as soon as possible, this is the approach towards Lean Startup 

according to Ries [35].  

In this project, I have been using an iterative prototype approach 

towards a quick and efficient learning. In this iterative process I 

evaluate the collected data, creates an idea and finally creates a 

prototype. This rapid building process does not only proof a 

concept but also allows me to get learnings from users in a fast 

way. I have considered time versus quality and built products good 

enough for testing according to Furr and Dyer [34]. The products 

have been used as “validation tools” with Volvo/operators, 

coaches, and public people.  

The iterative prototype approach is described graphically in figure 

3 showing the “BuildMeasureLearnFeedback Loop” [35].  
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Figure 3: Build-Measure-Learn-Feedback Loop illustration based 
on Ries [35] 

 
In this study, I have been creating prototypes with low-resolution to 

show and test, in order for the users to experience functions and 

appearance. This provided not only new needs through testing but 

also insights and feedback on the current concept [36]. Low-

resolution prototyping means simple and fast prototypes built with 

for example cardboards, glue and leftover parts or trash. In this 

project I have also been using CAD modules with 3D printing, 

allowing me to express a more complete and functional prototype. 
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5 Results 

This chapter will include results I obtained using an iterative 

process with learnings from both fieldwork, investigations and 

validated learning. 

Trust is something that builds up over time with a reliable and 

predictable system [6]. Main functions in future communication 

systems are to keep users updated with the latest information to 

provide a linked team that works together at a construction site. 

Working as a team will gain efficiency and trust between the 

parties on a construction site. The idea behind this developed 

equipment is to facilitate the daily usage by emerging trust and 

increase safety between operators and manual laborer. Access to 

necessary information at the right time is something that is 

considered in this case study. The information exchange will be 

communicated in a simple and understandable way to create 

transparency in the system.  

The relationship between operator and manual labor have a 

significant impact on how the result will turn out, progressively 

they develop trust to each other. Not only do they establish a deep 

understanding among one another but they also recognize working 

pattern, behaviors and different levels of communication. This 

means that the familiarity creates a shared mental model where 

only a basic level of communication is needed.  

 

Eye contact in human to human interaction is often very important 

in many situations in our daily life. For example, a pedestrian often 

seeks for the driver’s eye contact when they are about to cross a 

road. A small gap of connection gives enough confirmation for the 

pedestrian to trust that the driver will apply the brake and stop. The 

reason why people have this confidence in humans they never met 

is due to a basic human level of morality that says to not hurt others 

[13].  
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This relationship is missing in an HRI (Human Robot Interaction) 

where your colleague is replaced with a self-driving machine. The 

purpose of this system is to provide intent and approval to carry out 

tasks between autonomous machines and humans. Translating the 

same level of conviction that human to human interaction contains 

in a RHI (Robot Human Interaction) system requires reliability, 

constant feedback, previous statuses and future intent [6], [13], [14] 

& [19]. The system developed contains three major parts that 

provides trust development.  

 

 

 5.1 Machine Intention 
The first implementation in RHI enables the machine to show 

intentions through a universal language. The original idea came 

from a brainstorming session where I thought of how color 

combinations can express a very understandable but also an 

informative message. Through psychology of color, we learn that 

colors are the first things we register when we are evaluating things 

we see [37]. Nature has its own influential signaling system with a 

wide spread of colors to evaluate. With three colors the machine 

will be able to express the most important objectives. Colors can be 

used as a universal language which we all can relate to. At a 

construction site humans are familiar to indication lights on top of 

the machines, these often appear as orange signal lights. The 

created system contains green, orange and red signals shown and 

expressed in table 1.  
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Table 1: Shows Machine Intention with three cases 

 

 

From table 1 we see the main functions of implemented colors, 

section 5.2 Personal Assistant gives an indication of the different 

“machine intention zones”.  

 Green means that “everything is fine” and the machine system is 

live updated and operational, the automated machine is working 

efficiently on its own without human interaction.   

 Orange indicates “Watching you” and the machine is aware of 

your presence, you are within a safe distance from the machine 

and both parties can keep on working without changes.  

 Red color indicates “Non-safe distance” that tells you to move 

to a safer area to let the machine continue its work without 

lowered functionality. Within this range, the machine will stop 

or regulate speed and movements to keep humans safe.   

 

With validated learning, three different prototypes have been 

created to obtain a satisfying solution, as described below in figure 

4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.  

  

Machine Intention 

Green “ Everything is fine” System online, No RHI, 

Efficient 

Orange “Watching you” System online, RHI – Aware 

human presence   

Red “Non-safe distance” System error, regulated- speed, 

movement & behavior  
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Figure 4: Shows first iteration of visual signal  

Figure 4 displays the first step of the iterative prototyping process. 

The system it describes is a physical sign that demonstrate machine 

intentions, a servo engine raises the flag in front of the rear tire. 

Compared to current construction site signals this prototype is 

using low energy and have good visibility in sunlight. 

This system has strengths in aspects as cheap, reliable, easy to 

implement, good as a universal language, visual in daylight (not 

visual at night) and can only show one color. This insight was used 

carry on experience to develop next prototype shown in figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Displays second iteration of visual signals 

 

Figure 6: Shows color wheel that are inside the second iteration of visual signals  
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Second generation visual signal is a 3D-printed lamp with three 

openings, each displaced 120 degrees this is shown in figure 5. The 

centered inside wheel has nine colored pieces and is seen in figure 

6, each color also has an offset by 120 degrees. This contributes to 

the same color appearing in all three sections simultaneously. 

Using a servo engine this inner wheel rotates and displays the 

different colors, an integrated LED inside the prototype lights up 

the V at the top in the same color as presented on the sides. 

From this prototype, I saw that the ability of just three openings for 

visualization of intent is not enough. The light is a great feature in 

dark lights but it actually gave insight about showing information 

from above, captured with a drone to identify different machines.  

 

 

Figure 7: Shows third iteration of visual signals 360° 

The third generation visual signal has a 360-degree field of view 

using three colored cylinders which solve the problem with limited 

sights from the side. The cylinders have three different sizes which 

allow them to slide inside one another to express intent from the 

machine (RHI). The prototype was made out of cardboard, papers, 

sticks and an old PET bottle.  

From interviews I received that signals that are visible all around 

are a better option, now you can see intention from all angles 

looking at the machine.  
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People interviewed liked the cylinder functionality and that 

physical signals are good in sunlight. Red and Green were the most 

obvious colors.   

 

 

Figure 8: Shows fourth and final iteration of visual signal in 360° 

 Fourth and last generation visual signal is a 3D-printed pod 

showing visual signals in 360 degrees. This prototype mimics the 

previous iteration made out of paper and a PET bottle, but this is 

operational. The pod has integrated LED lights for low energy 

usage and are connected to the 24 voltage outlet in the machine. 

This equipment is easy to install and could be integrated into 

machines equipped with a cigarette lighter socket.  Volvo 

employees liked the simplicity and the implementation of this pod. 

This pod could bring value in today’s machines as well, I believe 

that the indented functionality could bring assessment in aspects as 

safety and confirmation. The pod is actually smaller on the 

machine than I thought, but it is not far away from the desired size. 

It is visible in bright sunshine and worked fine when tested on an 

A40F dumper at Volvo Braås.   

It is important to understand that this equipment is only a first step 

and a solution towards the implementation of driverless 

construction machines. To move forward towards trust in such 

system and add more value I used the theoretical framework to 

carry out next iteration in this system, the Personal Assistant. 
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 5.2 Personal Assistant  
To accommodate the worker with a reliable system that develops 

trust it needs features as live updated information, feedback, future 

steps and statuses. From interviews, I learned that operators often 

have questions concerning material supply, new missions and 

complete way to communicate with colleagues. The workers on 

current construction sites regularly using either walkie-talkies or 

their cell phones, this even if their supervisors try to make the 

workplace free from mobile use. The opinion is that if they remove 

the mobile that will decrease the human error and cut out the non-

work related talk. Communication was used for solving tasks where 

the operator had limited sight, to ask about missions or uncertain 

tasks. Operators could also call managers for information about 

materials, statuses for other areas of the construction site.   

 

As a group, we discussed a way to see the site from an overview 

perspective where we could facilitate the worksite with live 

updated cameras that gave an overview of how the workplace 

looked like and where workers were. This in a way with a personal 

assistant of some kind that could give guidance and support your 

daily work.  It is important that the design fulfills workers’ 

appearance as part of the team and not as an extended tool, our 

prompt solution was using a drone as guidance assistant at a 

workplace. The drone was then updated to the automated system 

and could show the fastest and safest way to your destination 

without interference with machines. It could also provide managers 

with updated pictures of the construction site from above. 

Limitations in this system can be charging, bad weather, dusty and 

uncertain environments to fly in, also regulation by laws. Instead, I 

started to develop an iteration of applications for both managers, 

operators and manual laborer that is wrist mounted and accessible 

at any time. My input was focusing on design and hardware and not 

coding the software.   
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This first iteration was made out of the research methods deductive 

and inductive to facilitate a complete solution. The theory was 

gathered to get understanding in translating or duplicating human 

to human interaction, this system then had to include parts as 

reliability, constant feedback, previous statuses and future intent to 

complete a good RHI [6], [13], [14] & [19]. But also information 

from fieldwork to understand needs on current worksites, to be able 

to develop new functions and provide workers with functions used 

on today’s sites. Adding functionality that workers use today will 

not only give them familiarity in the system but it will also be 

useful to complete today’s problem. Therefore, I think it will be 

used as a working hand and not only an added equipment with no 

use.  

 

The first iteration of prototype shown in figure 9 I made out of a 

dozen post-it notes that describe the main functionality in an app 

system. Here I aimed to provide humans on current and future 

construction sites to work together as a team, quick access to 

information, communication and status were centralized. 
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Figure 9: Showing post-it applications of personal assistant 

To make an easily reached prototype post –its were a perfect choice 

to prove a concept, this prototype is displayed in figure 9. The 

central image symbolizes the heart of the application; this is the 

home screen. This screen representing a live linked overview 

picture of current CS (Construction Site) statuses. Looking at the 

home screen the most wanted things are visible, there are options 

like M. Machine which stands for manually controlled machines 

and A. Machine which is autonomous machines. It is from the 

home screen you choose to dim down the things that are not 

relevant or desired. For example, selecting the manual controlled 

machines you will access the screen on top left, where you can 

choose to call an operator, check his current or future mission(s) 

and also see safe areas around him. These areas are depending on 

certain aspects as the skill level of the operator, DOF of machine 

and cabin sight. The system also anticipates levels of stress and 

fatigue to reduce human error and accidents on the work site, this is 

made through a smart system that checks your pulse and doziness.  
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Machines have connected vectors that demonstrate intent and 

plausible movements with range, these vectors vary in length and 

DOF (Degree of Freedom) depending on the machine. Vector 

system is shown in figure 9 top right with three haulers where two 

are active and one is parked with no ongoing mission. The idea is 

to use this system as a helping hand that provides you with 

necessary updated information at anytime and anywhere.  

 

Interviewing and sharing this prototype gave positive feedback, 

unplanned interviewed people liked the system and saw benefits in 

it. Through a very easy and formable prototype, I was able to 

express an application that gave insights and added new structures 

to the system as it was explored. Features as communication and 

material overview was the most desired tools for operators and 

manual labor today. On the other hand, people that were not 

connected to construction machinery liked skins that expressed 

next machine intent and future missions on a map (displayed in the 

middle of figure 9).     

 

 

 

Figure 10: Showing iterations of developed application system 
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Next iterations I try to show applications into arbitrary prototypes. 

From validated learning, I learned to use insights from the previous 

iteration as a base to develop in next prototype. Going from the 

application post-it storyboard I explored how expressions like the 

machine intention lights could be used in the live linked 

application. This prototype is shown to the left in figure 10 where 

machines are equipped with lights to show intent. The two A3 

paper maps are supposed to mimic system functions as overview 

map with machines, workers, and material it also shows a live 

streamed camera view from a machine on the bottom left in figure 

10. 

 

It is also important to diverge and explain the system features from 

a broad perspective in created prototypes. Seeing the system from 

reasonable aspects around safety the group gathered with opinions 

on alert systems that provides humans on CS with necessary 

information at the right time. It is vital that information does not 

take place without meaning, this would result in feelings opposing 

the main purpose of the trust developing within the system.  

 

Looking at safety we want something that is trustworthy and can 

get your attention right away if something is classified as danger. 

We want this personal assistance combined and updated with the 

machine intention to give a system that gives you feedback right 

away.  Communicating more advanced things we will need to use 

text or/and speech but combined with colors in the system, lights or 

vibrations or a combination depending on what worksite we are on. 

For this prototype, we decided to use LEDs in different colors 

shown in the middle section of figure 10. To have the ability to test 

these functions with other people I started module all components 

in CAD to later assemble them together in a compact way using 

Arduino and 3D-printing. The result was functional and good 

enough to proof and show the concept.  
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It is essential that people feel safe and in control working side by 

side with heavy autonomous machines. For that purpose, it is 

important to have features in the system that humans can take in 

action if something unexpected or bad happens. If implementing 

this system, I see the need for an emergency button that will shut 

down the machines around the construction site in a quick and 

efficient way.  

  

I learned that signals often work better than sound, it was easier to 

get people’s attention through flashing lights than sound. Also 

using colors to express intentions were better than expressing the 

same thing by text on the display. The color is a more powerful tool 

to deliver fast and accurate information.  Drawbacks could be 

limitations of visibility in cold environments where people using 

jackets with long arms that cover the wrist-mounted device. So 

how can we solve this problem? Is there any equipment already 

suitable and available on today’s worksites, that could work 

together or aside of the arm-wrist mount?   

  

 5.3 Helmet Interface 
Taking into account that we cannot always see that a machine is 

approaching, or that the wrist-mounted display always is visible we 

need something that always is in our field of view. I believe that the 

final result brings together the bigger picture. It is important to 

understand how equipment on current construction site work, you 

cannot just add equipment and expect workers to use it at any time. 

With this helmet interface, we are able to express information 

quickly and at any time without taking all your attention away.  
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A safety helmet is an equipment that is standard and mandatory on 

today’s work sites, this equipment should always be carried by all 

manual laborers. Companies today also use different color schemes 

for a different level of rank or position on the workplace. In this 

way we, can sort managers, rookies and people with experience at a 

site. This can help the staff know how to communicate or on which 

level of confirmation they need from the worker. I see this very 

helpful on future sites where autonomous machines can interfere 

and behave differently depending on the people around.  A ground 

worker can, for example, have different zones or areas depending 

on his level of skill or experience on the site or with the machines. 

Rookies have larger safety zones than skilled employees. Using an 

ID tag with information your personal settings can be adjusted in 

the system, having a problem with certain areas the system can 

increase safety zones for individuals. Also other things such as, 

language, working knowledge or area could differentiate system 

settings.   

 

Figure 11: Showing indication lights mounted on the helmet 
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Figure 12: Showing functionality of the helmet interface.  

 

The main function in this prototype shown in figure 12 is to keep 

you aware of danger before danger appears in your sight. The 

helmet interface contains lights that capture your attention when 

the system indicates that a machine is approaching you. This 

system is of course linked to the machine intention pod to provide 

workers with a deeper functionality understanding, lights attached 

to the helmet indicates the same intended cases as the machine pod 

does. In figure 11 we see design and appearance of the light bars 

mounted in front above your vision, they are positioned to get your 

attention fast and without interrupting your sight.  
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“The four cases” 

 “Awareness” –  Green pulsing lights that express a calm feeling 

each 10th second. Keeps you aware of that the system is 

functional and live updated to the map and the machines. This 

case is shown in figure 11. 

 “Danger in front of you / Danger from behind” – Red 

flashing lights on both sides of the helmet indicating that danger 

is within your safe area, you should move to a place where you 

are not making the system stop.  Flash intense works like a radar 

detector and tells you how far away the machine is. This case is 

shown in figure 12.  

 “Danger on your right side” – Red flashing light on your right 

side of the helmet, flash intense works like a radar system. 

 “Danger on your left side” - Red flashing light on your left 

side of the helmet, flash intense works like a radar system. 

 

The integrated system will also provide you with the necessary 

information at right time, only when you need it. It catches your 

attention quickly and efficient without stealing all your attention 

which may cause even more problem. It will keep you safe around 

autonomous machines due to this developed safety system.  The 

helmet will also provide you with a level of awareness to show that 

the system is up running and works without any problems or 

defects. The majority of parts in this prototype is made from 3D-

printing which has been a helping tool for developing this helmet.  
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5.4 General team solution 
Looking towards the future of construction machines we as a group 

have a vision of a complete system that provides an idea of next 

generation construction machines. Together we have developed a 

variety of prototypes, solutions, and issues. This section will give a 

brief summary of our implementations regarding equipment around 

the wrist mounted display and control center. Developed 

equipment that is included in this system is the helmet interface & 

machine pod. For now, the command center will be integrated as 

the machine pod, so that the brain functions from the machine 

itself.  The system will include safe areas and indicators that show 

intent.  

 

5.4.1 Vision 
Our vision for increasing trust between workers and autonomous 

construction vehicles of the future is a system that provides 

workers with insight on machine intentions and an ability to take 

control of machines. More specially, the vision for the final product 

is an intelligent overhead camera system that communicates the 

state of the construction site and machine intentions to workers 

through a wrist-mounted display. The wrist-mounted device also 

provides the workers with a means for taking control of the 

machines. This system will let the workers know what the 

machines are “thinking" and will provide them with a way to take 

control of the machines. Furthermore, the system will increase 

safety by monitoring the site activities and alerting workers if 

potential safety risks, such as collisions, are detected. 
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5.4.2 System Overview 
As shown in figure 13 the overall system includes a CC (command 

center), an overhead camera, wrist-mounted displays, and hardhat 

with integrated bone-conduction audio capabilities. The CC is the 

processing unit of the system.  

It receives a birds’ eye view of the construction site from the 

overhead camera and combines this with knowledge of the machine 

positions and intentions and well as the worker positions. This 

information is sent to the wrist-mounted displays of the workers 

and is available for them to view when they desire. Additionally, 

the CC uses this information to monitor the site activities and alert 

workers in potential safety risks, such as collisions, are detected. 

Alerts are sent to the user as audio signals through the hard hat. The 

table below, Table 2, summarizes how the key functional 

requirements map to our system vision.  

Table 2: Summary of key requirement functions of the system 
 

Requirement Mapping 
Increase worker's aware- 
ness of machines/systems 
knowledge. 

The proposed solution increases the 
worker's awareness of the 
machine's knowledge by providing 
the worker with a display of what 
the system knows. The worker can 
look at the display to verify if the 
system accurately knows the 
workers' and machines' position. 
The display also provides the 
worker with machine intentions 
and thus insight on what the 
machine is “thinking." 

Provide workers with the 
ability to take partial 
control of machines. 
 

The workers are able to use the 
display to select machines that they 
have permission to control. 
Additionally, the workers can use 
the display to emergency stop and 
move machines. 

Not distract workers. The solution does not distract 
workers. It provides the workers to 
view the information when they 
desire. Of course, if there is an 
emergency, then the device will 
notify the workers using the audio 
headset. 
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Figure 13: Shows vision for the system 

 
 

5.3 System Implementation 
The system we created, shown in figure 13 implements the initial 

functionality of the overall vision described previously. As shown 

in figure 13, the system is comprised of an overhead camera, a 

server (CC), a wrist mounted android phone, and an internet router. 

The system is implemented on a scaled version of a construction 

site. As seen in figure 14, a large printout of a construction site is 

on the tabletop and the camera is mounted directly overhead. The 

camera takes pictures of the tabletop and sends these to the CC 

over the local network. The CC also receives GPS coordinates from 

the android phone. The CC combines the GPS data with the 

overhead image and sends this to the android phone to be displayed 

on users’ wrist. In the following sections, we describe each 

component of the system individually and how the system as a 

whole achieves our design requirements.  
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Figure 14: The system implementation on a scaled version of the CS site. 
 

Overhead Camera 

The overhead camera is implemented using a Raspberry Pi camera 

module. The camera is capable of taking high-definition video and 

photographs. The camera is mounted directly above the model 

construction site and takes a picture of the site upon request from 

the CC. In the full scale version, the camera will likely be mounted 

at an angle above the construction site rather than directly 

overhead. Image processing software will be used to correct the 

angle and orient the view to be top-down. Additionally, in future 

implementations, multiple cameras may be used to get stereoscopic 

images or three dimensional renderings of the site.  
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Wrist Mounted Display 

The wrist mounted display is implemented using an android phone 

and a commercially available wrist mount, shown in figure 15. The 

primary requirements of the wrist mounted display is that it must 

be able to display information, determine its GPS location and 

orientation, and connect to a wireless network. Additionally, the 

display must be light, durable, easily readable in sunlight, and have 

a good battery life. A smartphone accomplishes all of these 

requirements. The main functional requirement of the wrist 

mounted display is that it provides workers with insight into the 

systems knowledge by depicting the position of the worker and 

nearby machines. 

 

In a commercial implementation of our system, the device would 

likely be built from the ground up since a smartphone contains 

many unnecessary features for our application and is thus heavier 

than necessary. The phone gathers a user's position data and sends 

it to the CC. The phone pulls the coordinates of other workers and 

machines from the CC and plots these as markers overlaid on a 

birds-eye view map of the site. The map is pre-installed on the 

phone. The map is created using Google earth by taking a screen 

shot of the map and recording the GPS coordinates of the corners 

of the map. These coordinates are installed with the map and are 

used to calibrate the image in GPS space. When the phone records 

a GPS location, it linearly interpolates to determine where on the 

map image this is located based on the GPS coordinates of the 

corners of the image. The formula shown below is used to 

determine the associated pixel of a GPS coordinate. 

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑥 = 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ∗
𝑔𝑝𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑛 − 𝑇𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑛

𝐵𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑛 − 𝑇𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑛
 

 

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑥 = 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗
𝑔𝑝𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑡

𝐵𝑅𝑙𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑡
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where: 

 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ is the pixel width of the image 

 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 is the pixel height of the image 

 𝑔𝑝𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑛 is the gps longitude of location of interest 

 𝑔𝑝𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡 is the gps latitude of the location of interest 

 𝑇𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑛 and 𝑇𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑡 are the longitude and latitude of the Top Left 

corner of the image 

 𝐵𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑛 and 𝐵𝑅𝑙𝑎𝑡 are the longitude and latitude of the Bottom 

Right corner of the image 

 

  
Figure 15: Shows an android phone attached on a wrist mount 

 

Command Center (CC) 

The CC is implemented using a Raspberry Pi. The CC acts as the 

server and central processing unit of the system. Additionally, the 

system center communicates with the camera module and android 

phone and dictates the ow of information in the system. The 

communication between the CC (Raspberry Pi), the camera module 

(Raspberry Pi), and the wrist mounted display (android phone) is 

achieved using the Python sockets library.  

The network architecture is illustrated in figure 16 The CC sends 

the camera module an image request and upon request, the camera 

module takes an image of the site and sends it back to the CC.  
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The image is transmitted using an encoding algorithm provided by 

the OpenCV library. After receiving the image from the camera 

module, the CC sends a request to the android phone for GPS 

coordinates. Upon request from the CC, the android phone records 

its GPS location and sends it back to the CC. The CC then overlays 

the GPS coordinates as text on the site image it received from the 

overhead camera and shares this image with the wrist mounted 

android phone through a web-browser. This image is displayed on 

the phone and can be viewed by the user. This cycle occurs every 

two seconds. As described previously, another function of the CC 

is to monitor the site and detect potential safety hazards. In our 

implementation, we have mocked this process by allowing a person 

to enter a \Warning" command using keyboard input. An example 

of this is shown in figure 17. This will allow us to test the 

experience of an intelligent CC while we develop the software to 

monitor the site autonomously. Additionally, we envision some 

form of human monitoring in the CC will still take place on the 

future sites. 

 
Figure 16: The system network architecture. The CC controls the 
information in the system 
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Figure 17: Wrist mounted display with location markers indicating worker and 
machine positions on the construction map  
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6 Discussion 

This thesis is part of a larger project which provided me with a 

broad understanding, my workload has been focused on the 

research, development and production of the various prototypes. 

6.1 Methodological discussion 
 

This study has been using multiple research approaches which have 

provided a broad and deep understanding. A deductive approach 

has been used to explore things that already has been explored. As 

Olsson and Sorensen describes, I agree that the abductive approach 

made me find new areas of interest [33]. There is a constant flow of 

new technology research concerning robotics and automation, 

however very few studies cover areas concerning trust development 

and communication at construction sites [11], [12], [15]. The 

inductive approach has also been used since this study has been 

investigating a new area. Through observations, I gathered 

information about how construction sites function today to get an 

understanding of how it could develop and look like tomorrow.  

 

The validated learning has in this case study been giving me a 

broad perspective through this thesis. Understanding in how to 

product develop in a rapid way using cheap and simple methods 

has been helpful. Comparing validating learning with older 

methods where you are working toward a single final prototype, I 

see great advantages. Just like Furr and Dyer mentions, you get a 

better distribution of learnings early in the process. Also, the 

insight in how Stanford University does research through rapid and 

physical prototypes have helped me develop my internal “making” 

skills. I believe that involving the school from Stanford university 

in this project has put some pressure and learned me to translating 

needs to prototypes.  
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6.1.1 Data gathering discussion  
 

It is always hard to see the future when you do not know your goal, 

but it is ten times more gratifying to reach the goal. Working with 

an unknown area requires both deep understanding in today but 

also imagination in how tomorrow could look like. Research 

studies in areas around trust were obligatory to investigate. Since 

the topic trust autonomous construction machines is barely 

investigated a broader collection of data was necessary. Meanwhile 

as we have a spread in the culture I think that our team of two 

Swedes, two Americans, and two Chinese people has been very 

well balanced with a broad investigation.  

 

Several participant observations have been made in both Sweden 

and USA to gain understanding and passion for construction 

machinery and people around it. Since the timeframe has been 

limited it has been hard to do a deeper dive in the different 

construction areas where construction machinery is operating 

today. The optimal case would be to investigate all thinkable areas 

where construction machines are integrated. In this study we have 

been limited to machinery within house construction, farming, 

mining and road building. For the most part, machines have been 

studied I may have missed some important factors that people or 

special machines have.  

 

Through guidelines, interviews have been carried out frequently 

through this project. However, I believe that our study about 

machinery, companies of respondent and area have been providing 

us with good material in this project. Some questions were asked in 

a way to provide long explanations, but I think that the spontaneous 

questions thorough the interview provided a well-balanced 

collection of data. These guidelines were investigated and tested 

before doing the actual interview.  
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Interviews made through internet was recorded and used to recap 

and document afterwards, notes were made doing fieldwork with 

observations. My opinion is that questions based on observations 

on sites gave the best data, this due to that the respondents 

sometimes did not know what to answer. Questions that made 

responders think before answering were regarding to me the most 

informative and interesting. Studies also indicates that this method 

is the most giving approach towards deep understanding and 

valuable data [28], [29]. As Furr and Dyer mentions that the best 

whey to understand the user is to become the user, I believe that 

this could be a proper way to extend the exploration. I am sure that, 

walk in the same shoes as a construction worker to feel what he 

feels would increase the understanding exponential [34]. 

 

Fieldwork both gave new and answered old questions we had 

before visiting the actual sites. Before investigating or visiting a 

construction site we have been explored and investigated methods 

to collect data, also basic research about the companies we visited 

were made. I agree with B Merriam, Olsson, and Sorensen that pre 

study is helpful, but it may also have locked our spontaneous 

questions and observation in specific areas [28], [33]. In future 

survey, it could be productive to record videos to see for patterns 

afterward, however in a lot of the investigated area photos and 

recordings were forbidden.    
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6.2 Result discussion 
 

It is essential to understand that the optimal level of trust is gained 

if all portions of my result work together as one solid system 

towards trust building. The different parts provide its own 

important aspect of solving developing trust in a safe way, we 

cannot forget that it is important that this feature work reliable. As 

research indicates deeper trust development requires multiple 

factors. Essential factors are humans desire of constant feedback, 

feeling in control, reliability, durability, capability and 

understanding of both components and intentions [6], [12], [14], 

[21], [22].  

 

With reliability the system should not cause any unnecessary error 

warnings or and furthermore errors that do not exist, this could lead 

to mistrust in the system, extra caution and development is needed 

before product launch [14], [22]. Using the alert system on a 

construction site the manual laborer can get instant feedback from 

the automated machine, he or she does not need to concern where 

the machine is or what it is doing. If actions are needed the helmet 

will let him know in time. As Muir and Moray mentions, accuracy 

and predictability is important in in trust development. I believe 

that in this context it is very centralized that the alarms are accurate 

and with low error rate, something that Schaefer et al. also talks 

about in their study. With the arm wrist display, we can 

communicate and make decisions for the machine. The wrist 

mounted display also show next missions and facilitate the user 

with future movements which develop understanding in the system 

and also the feeling of being in control. From field work I 

discovered that people often wanted to feel in control. I agree that 

in this context it is essential to take over if something undesirable 

happen.  
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As Schaefer et al, mentions it is important to have a low error rate, 

equally important it is to see the system performance and the ability 

to understand the errors that displays in trust development [6], [22]. 

This is mimicked in the system where the user can “see future 

missions” and machine paths which developed understanding and 

shows the capability, things that according to Muir, Moray and 

Shaefer et all. Mentions [21], [22]. Displayed information on the 

arm wrist device creates the ability to plan and schedule daily work 

in order to not interrupt the autonomous machines.  

 

I see potential using the integrated helmet together with the pod 

integrated on the machine. I believe that these two could actually 

work very well together. Through theory and research, I learned 

that aspects as awareness, reliability, and constant feedback 

develop trust [12], [14], [21]. The helmet and its various functions 

provides the ability to express these trust building aspects in an 

easy universal way. The machine pod confirms the information 

expressed to the user through the helmet, conveys clarity to the 

user.    

 

An autonomous machine does not get disrupted neither do the 

algorithms fail if they are programmed in the right way. The 

machine has benefits in consistency and will not get tired neither 

will he have a bad day, factors like this we often refer to as human 

errors [25]. I believe that this system can provide and limit failures. 

Failures created through tiredness and or lack of user attention. It is 

not that easy to compare solutions previous studies have obtained 

due to that this is a new area where this study is providing trust 

building for autonomous machines. But not far away from 

automated construction machines, we find self-driving cars where 

many new studies are made. For example, taking the human error 

and doziness different car brands have developed algorithms that 

are able to discover if you are tired.  
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Cars that provide the driver with an alert probably saves a lot of 

lives each year, they prevent the human error to occur. Looking 

further on cars they also display updated information to keep the 

driver aware of the current situation, in some cars the driver is able 

to see the same things that the car is perceives. From this point of 

view, I believe that with further development in the application this 

concept could provide operators with necessary alerts and 

information at right time to prevent accidents.    

 
6.2.1 Machine intention 
The main functionality of the machine intention is to provide 

humans on the worksite the with a universal level of awareness. 

And in an easy and arbitrary way make them know that the 

machine is functional and is working as it should. This will 

hopefully show the surrounding the accuracy of the system and 

actually perceive the knowledge of automation. With this universal 

language which is easy to understand, we are converting a very 

intelligent machine into a plausible system that is easy to 

comprehend. Systems like this will be regarding the previous 

studies in trust development between automated machines and 

humans. If employees understand the pod intentions on the 

autonomous machine, it can deliver capability and reliability 

through understandable colors. Most studies indicate that this is 

something that trust developing systems seeks [6], [12], [14], [22]. 

Humans around the machine can also stay calm and grasp the fact 

that the machine sees them as they are heading in its way. We can 

perhaps in the future be able to express the same level of trust or 

confidence that eye contact delivers to pedestrians crossing the 

street.  
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6.2.2 Personal Assistant  
By implementing a live updated wrist mounted display we can 

increase the understanding of machine intention by providing the 

user with future movements of the machine. Understanding is 

something that keeps repeating in studies concerning trust 

development in autonomous systems [16], [21]. This device will 

also be able to gather human colleagues to one mutual team. 

Through calling lists, overview maps and status reports you can get 

updated feedback from the system, according to Hancock et. all, 

system performance is a centralized in trust development [6]. 

Colored icons representing valuable items on the overlaid map, the 

system interface allows user to contact anyone at any time while 

still paying attention to their work. The observations I made 

indicated that such system was needed, workers wanted to have the 

ability to contact people around the construction site. I believe that 

adding desired features will actually make workers use this device 

daily, not only when they are forced to wear it.  

 

Having the lights on the wrist-mounted device live linked to both 

helmet and the pod on top of the machine will make the system 

facilitate you with awareness from vibrations, lights, and sound on 

your wrist. Seeing connected lights simultaneously will add 

confidence that the system works and is reliable. Previous research 

indicates that by presenting previous statuses of reliability the 

overall system will be more trustworthy, because of this added 

applications of error history should be included in the wrist 

mounted display [6].   
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Trust is developed through time, using an application system that 

you can develop trust successively by time. Adding features and 

personalize your app will provide a good user experience in the 

system. In this concept we are able to facilitate both workers, 

managers and other people around the construction site with 

current, future and previous information in a plausible way. This is 

skins developed through research, Muir and Moray indicates that 

updated information creates understanding and trust in in 

autonomous systems [21].  

 

Features and functions as the emergency stop should be centralized 

and included in autonomous systems, especially in the initiation 

phase. Such system must be done with finesse. Rapid machine 

movements can worsen the already critical situation. Take for 

example an excavator wielding his arm fully loaded with rocks, a 

rapid stop created from the emergency stop will result in mass 

movement in the bucket. Stones is most likely to fall off. It is 

important to have a complete system that includes a level of 

intelligence that one can read what is best for the situation. Cases 

like these are very difficult to solve as it may relate to morals and 

ethics. Is it ok to harm a person to prevent four other people to get 

injured, even if it is the sole person who caused the problem? 

Another interesting approach that manager or designer need to 

decide upon is if a certain area should “lock down” in an 

emergency or the entire site. That should or could maybe depend 

on which level of error that occurs, can the system really recognize 

and decide upon choices regarding unpredictable events? And if, 

why didn’t people prevent this event? Should the system shut down 

certain parts, maybe call the manager and let him do the decision? 

Could this emergency warn people around the site that somebody 

have pushed the emergency button and how? Muir and Moray 

discuss accuracy as one topic in their study, in order to have a 

predictable and reliable autonomous system we need very good 

algorithms.   
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6.2.3 Helmet Interface 
In stressed situations humans have an ability to make bad mistakes 

and freeze not knowing what to do [25]. Using the alert system 

integrated in the helmet contribute worker with attention before 

accidents occur. Accidents where heavy machinery is involved is 

often very severe and we cannot talk about “too late”. The main 

functionality in the helmet interface is to provide workers with 

awareness in critical situations, through intense warnings workers 

attention is captured rapidly. What I like with the helmet is that it 

allows users to continue working without thinking too much about 

the equipment, this both boosts the efficiency but also increases the 

safety. You barely know that the system is integrated until you are 

in a bad spot or if there are any problems around you. This 

communication system develops trust through constant feedback 

and awareness without your necessitous of confirmation or 

attendance. According to Hancock et. all, and Shaefer constant 

feedback is essential in order to build valid trust in autonomous 

systems [6], [22]. 

The helmet integration is separate from arm wrist so that you can 

work with only your ordinary upgraded equipment.  

 
6.3 Evaluating the system functionality 
 
Regardless of how future technology will develop or look like, 

society will still need to move soil to create new infrastructure. 

Doing this effectively, securely and accepted, we need to trust and 

understand the technological development in construction 

machinery.   
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People that shares the same mental model often trust each other, In 

my case I value like-minded individuals with similar goals. For an 

example, it is in the interest of vehicle drivers to stay on their side 

of the road to not get injured. I believe that together with morale 

this unites vehicle drivers to trust each other. You can find goals or 

missions in algorithms, but you cannot find morale, it is importance 

to design with this in mind. We must face human understanding in 

the development process of new technology. For me, confidence in 

trust is dependent on how I evaluate ability or skillset in a certain 

person or system.  If I know that the person involved has a certain 

skill or a review in the area of interest, I rely on this to accomplish 

the mission I give. In the same way, I need to be aware of what 

competence a certain machine has, this to feel comfortable in our 

communication. I hope that people see the same potential in our 

system that I do. I am sure that development within this system can 

express several levels of trust and transparency on a construction 

site.  If you are able to demonstrate the ability of the system in the 

right way, it is easy to preserve the trust that comes with it. It is 

always more difficult to rebuild lost trust.  

 

The investigation taught me to believe in user-friendly systems, it 

erases uncertainty and builds understanding. Complicated systems 

with a good transparent interface are more likely to be used in the 

right way. An intelligent autonomous machine should communicate 

with a user-friendly universal language. My vision is to start this 

transparent language development today and follow through with 

adaptive automation, creating trust towards a fully autonomous 

construction site. As Hancock says, trust is developed over time 

[6].      
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I have faith that this system could develop trust and be used as a 

communication method between robot-human interaction, human-

robot interaction and human to human interaction. My desire is that 

this system should make the autonomous machine a part of the 

team and not an extended tool. Working as a team creates 

acceptance, site transparency and predictability, things that are 

involved in trust development [14], [21].  

 

The application can be further established with more functionality 

that fulfills worker needs. I also see potential in implementing the 

alert system on today’s work-sites, this could prevent people to be 

killed or injured. Strengths in the system are that the helmet and the 

wrist-mounted display are not dependent on each other, if there is 

problem with one of them the other will work. Thinking further on 

safety regarding the machine pod, my vision is if functional errors 

occurs the autonomous machine will stop.  

 

The prototypes have been tested and validated by companies, 

audience and Volvo at Stanford Univeristy. On a test site at Volvo 

CE in Braås the equipment was tested with machines, the system 

worked well and received feedback from the operators were 

positive. They could see benefits in the alarm system that today’s 

sites did not have.  

 

I have used validated learning to develop the system, previous 

prototypes have provided insights that were useful and concerned 

in next iteration process. To make these fast prototypes and 

iterations possible I had to acquire specific skills in 3D printing, 

coding, Arduino. I also tested dumpers, excavators and wheel 

loaders to get a deeper understanding in how it feels to be an 

operator.  
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I believe that autonomous machines will be introduced and 

functional in near future, however the implementation should 

progress over time to not miscalculate key features. So that the 

system should be successfully accepted by society and also that 

functionality should be mature enough for presenting. Advantages 

in autonomy are not only that the system not gets tired or have 

human errors but I think it brings value in its consistency. It will 

always work. Of course applications will be different but 

developing working algorithms, sensors, and smart systems will fix 

this in time. Looking at the long term for an operator today we have 

emissions in the construction industry, places where humans should 

not be due to non-friendly environmental climate. We have also 

noise, vibrations, and fumes that thread in a long term. These 

factors will also affect the surrounding working environment, using 

electrified autonomous machines with site management system will 

be a ground breaker. Think about managing the process, the 

automated machines are updated with intelligence to work efficient 

24hours each day. Think about haulers that understand that they 

can slow down 10km/h due to the ongoing loading will take two 

more minutes. This slow driving will not only save fuel, but it will 

also give fewer reasons for accidents, minimize road fatigue (which 

can be a big problem), decrease machine fatigue and get to the 

loading place “right on time”. Smart systems will also count every 

unit and uses 100% in each bucket and understands to not under 

load neither overload the machine. In these aspects the machine 

surpasses the human labor every day.  

 

But keep in mind that “The human is more or less the best sensor 

you can have” – From a personal interview with Martin Frank, 

Volvo CE.      
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7 Conclusions 

Developing trust in autonomous machines are something that will 

take time. Moving towards an autonomous workplace requires 

technical maturity and well-balanced design. Developers needs to 

understand today’s users to create tomorrows users, use todays 

knowledge and provide new autonomy solutions. My conclusion is 

that a step towards this could be implementing parts of the 

presented system to start the journey towards a more self-sufficient 

work site. It is important to do further investigations and 

development in the mentioned system to understand the most 

important and critical functions in it. I also see essential exploration 

in the design to make it reliable and functional if launching parts of 

the concept, they are still just prototypes. The choice of method I 

choose in this research felt good, the process reflected my initial 

goals. I believe that findings were captured through a broad 

perspective. 
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 How can a human interact with an intelligent automated 

machine at the level that he can work effectively without 

interrupting or lowering the workflow of the machine in a safe 

and controlled way? 

  

Even if the interaction between humans and autonomous 

construction machines is something completely new, I consider that 

this system can contribute to important work aids on a construction 

site. This research showed that communication between an 

autonomous machine and humans does not necessary need to be 

complex and unnecessarily difficult. Using simple, but very 

essential functions helps humans to communicate with autonomous 

machines. I have confidence in that this strengthens the relationship 

between machines and workers on the site, allowing manual 

laborers work more efficient. A desire that I think this system could 

contribute with is if manual laborers are able maintain their own 

efficiency by not interrupting machine paths, other colleagues or 

their own workflow in a safe way.  

 

Through the indication system manual labors can continue working 

efficient, trusting the system allows them to maintain efficiency 

without interruptions. This system allows construction workers to 

understand that the autonomous machine is aware of their presence, 

workers can also see if the system is functional and updated. For 

further information or communications, users can use the arm wrist 

display. The system aiming for calmness, open understanding, and 

trust development among the employees. Information is available 

at any time, simultaneously they can continue doing their own 

manual work. Workers do not need to use extra energy with 

unnecessarily interaction, neither do they need to spent time 

thinking or wondering about system updates. Why? Because the 

system will let them know. 
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 What features could increase understanding to the machines 

intention and how could these features look like today? 

This concept allows the machine to communicate and express itself 

to the surrounding. The idea is for an intelligent autonomous 

machine to communicate in a universal language understandable 

for everybody. Through the arm wrist display users can get central 

information allowing them to understand workflow, see machine 

intent and movements. I believe that this creates overall site 

transparency allowing users to develop trust to the autonomous 

machines. Since my childhood I have been exciting about 

technology and the understanding in how things work. Personally, I 

feel a need to understand a system or technology to trust it in a 

proper way. I can imagine that features providing users with 

machine intention, future steps and movements increases 

connection and control. Instead of wondering what the machine is 

doing, you can now learn both what it does and will make. 
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8 Recommendations and future work 
 

Autonomy is constantly changing, the development changes as you 

read this. For the mentioned system in this thesis improvements 

have been discussed along the way.  

 

An onboarding program in the wrist-mounted device could be an 

easy, efficient and cheap way of guiding new members at a 

construction site. The system could understand the level of 

knowledge the worker has and from make a decision if we need 

with guidance help or not.   

 

Implementing a machine pod today could be helpful even inside the 

cabin if its function duplicates and is displayed for the manual 

operator. Imagine if you are approaching a manual laborer on the 

ground or that the indication to see people’s presence around the 

machine.  

 

Trying the machine intent pod on an actual hauler at Volvo Braås 

gave me ideas about having multiple lights that indicate specific 

persons, just like eye contact do in traffic. Instead of having to 

mimic a human looking at where you are, a light could do the same 

thing. A potential solution is to have light indicators that express 

the same cases as described before but with knowledge of your 

position, the light is pointing at your position. This would give you 

wanted awareness that is described by P.A Hancock et al [6].  
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The integrated system could in future implementations use 

accelerometers to calculate movements and directions of the 

helmet. This should provide the system with functions as helmet 

indicators that changes with your direction and movement on the 

helmet. For example, the case where the right light alerts you 

should change automatically when you are looking at the danger 

(Then both lights should flash, - “danger in front of you”). The 

system could also include intelligence that calculated your speed 

and degree of freedom in the wrist-mounted device, this could give 

a more exact predictability when you are not safe.  

 

Taking over the control of manual controlling an autonomous 

machine with 7 degrees of freedom could be tricky with small 

devices (like the wrist-mounted device). A way to solve this is to 

use macros where you instead choose to add missions or special 

task for the machine to carry out. In this way, all sensors and 

protection systems are active to not harm anyone.  

 

Also, future systems should be intelligent enough to understand 

that problems should not put anyone in danger or make the whole 

system collapse. For an example, a sensor failure should not be 

able to shut down a whole construction site.  
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The iterative product development is a powerful method. By 

prototyping, testing, evaluating and improving your product in a 

repeated manner a lot is often learnt. My exploration using this 

method was wide and instructive. I appreciate going from an idea 

to a prototype. The ability to express a solution with something 

users can touch and explore is ten times rewarding then just telling 

a story about it. By building a prototype you prove a concept in a 

more effect full way. You also show that it is possible to build, 

even if your model may be a simplified version. My advice is not to 

cling to hard with a solution, instead let your imagination decide 

the better version with the learnings from the previous iteration. I 

know that you are capable of developing that. If development get 

stuck at any point you can still use your previous prototype to test 

with the surroundings, it's always good to get opinions from a 

variety of users. Remember that the most important thing is not to 

build a durable final product, the point with this process is to show 

a concept. If the prototype fails while testing, build a new better 

version. Fail early to succeed sooner! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do not be afraid to fail, be afraid to not try… -Unknown 
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Appendix 
 

Appendix A: Interviews 
Questions about communication and today’s technology. 

 

Company: BN Schakt AB, Olof Brandting 
Har ni maskinister moderna hjälpmedel som underlättar 

arbetet för er idag? 

- Ja, visst har vi det. Modernare maskiner är ofta utrustade med 

kameror, sensorer och givare som underlättar. Även med hjälp 

av GPS positionering kan vi se information vid grävning. Med 

detta installerat kan jag ha full koll mina fyra hjul, systemet 

visar maskinens men även skopans höjd, vinkel och koordinat-

avstånd med automatik.  

 

Men hur vet man vart man ska gräva och i vilken ordning man 

ska jobba? 

- Modulen visar positionering om vart man ska gräva och i vilken 

ordning arbetet ska utföras. Systemet har olika etapper och 

arbetsområden med uppgifter som ska genomföras, det blir 

därför enkelt för folk som inte befinner sig på platsen att se vad 

som har gjorts på grund av maskinisten bockar av när de olika 

etapperna är genomförda.  
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Har olika märken olika system dom använder? 

- Hitatchi och Lieber är grävmaskinernas “Rolls Royce”, men det 

som utmärker de dyrare märkena är funktioner som hydraulik 

flöde och känslan av kvalitet och inte system som påverkar 

arbetsmetoder. Pratar vi arbetssystem som exempelvis GPS så är 

det en standard som passar att montera på de flesta maskiner. 

Det är alltså något man kan använda oavsett märke.   

 

Finns det andra hjälpmedel som hjälper maskinoperatör att se 

eller prata med kollegor som är på arbetsplatsen?  

- På nyare Volvo så vet jag att det sitter överblickskameror, har 

för mig att det är tre sammankopplade kameror som låter dig se 

runt om maskiner. Personer runt om maskiner pratar jag ofta me 

genom att stänga av maskinen eller så hoppar jag ut ifall det är 

mer som behöver sägas. 

 

Varför stänger du av maskinen för att prata?  

- Dels på grund av uppmärksamheten men främst på grund av 

ljudnivån, har jag maskinen igång så är det lätt att et sker 

missuppfattning och jag behöver skrika så hemskt.   

 

Hur kommunicerar du med kollegor på längre avstånd?  

- Då ringer vi upp, jag har en hörselsnäcka som gör att jag kan 

prata och arbeta samtidigt. Men visst, jag måste ta upp telefonen 

för att ringa min kollega. 

 

Vad är det vanligaste du/ni brukar prata om i telefonen?  

- Jag använder telefonen en hel del till att prata nonsens och roliga 

saker med mina polare på arbetsplatsen, det gör inte dagen så 

långvarig. Brukar väl mest prata med dom jag känner för, men 

är det frågor eller liknande så pratar jag även med chefen om 

detta.  
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Upplever du inte något problem eller gör misstag när du sitter i 

mobilen? 

- Visst är man inte lika uppmärksam i telefonen men jag har vant 

mig vid att arbeta med den nu, i början var det svårare.   

 

Använder alla personer skyddsutrustning där du jobbar? 

- Alla måste ha skyddsskor, reflexförsedda kläder på vår 

arbetsplats, “grop killarna” måste även ha hjälm, handskar och 

skyddsglasögon tror jag. Jag har hjälm men använder inte den 

när jag sitter i maskinen.  

 

Vad är saker ni gör dagligen på maskinen? 

- Saker som behöver göras dagligen är kolla motorolja, 

hydraulolja. De nyare maskinerna har centralsmörjning, även 

detta system indikerar även vid problem med smörjning.  

 

Skulle du kunna se autonomi som en lösning på arbetsplatsen? 

Och i så fall varför och hur? 

- Ja, ofta är personer som schaktar vägar och så vidare väldigt 

gamla men ack så rutinerade. De som schaktar vägar kör ofta 

fram och tillbaka, det borde vara möjligt att göra det mer korrekt 

med GPS och navigation. Detta för att det enda dom gör är att 

köra fram och tillbaka samt ändra schaktbladets position och 

vinkel. kör fram och tillbaka. Du har ju redan GPS position och 

nivå inbyggt, att köra en sådan maskin fram och tillbaka borde 

vara ganska enkelt med datorsystem.  

 

Hur gör ni när du inte ser vad som behöver grävas i gropen? 

Kan killen i gropen guida dig om vägledning? 

- Ofta så ser maskinisten själv, annars ringer jag bara upp “grop 

killen” som står i gropen för vägledning.  
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Har du någon gång upplevt problem med att höra vad killen i 

gropen säger? Brist på kommunikation? 

- Absolut, kan vara svårt ifall han använder en egen maskin, typ 

en borr eller något. Då får vi försöka kommunicera med händer 

och gester.  

 

Vad använder ni för att få godkänt eller bekräftelse mellan 

maskin och människa? 

- Ofta räcker det med blicken, eller tummen upp brukar fungera 

bra.   
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Company: Skanska (ESS), Site manager Henrik 

Andersson 
Vad är enligt dig det största problemet på arbetsplatser av 

denna storlek idag? (ESS 350-400 Personer) 

- Jag ser en väldig skillnad på arbetskulturer, en arbetare ifrån 

Polen/Ryssland har väldig olik arbetsbakgrund jämför med 

Sverige. Det är mer regel än undantag att personer ifrån olika 

delar av världen löser problem olika, tyvärr så medför detta 

ibland att olyckor som inte ska hända händer.  

 

Tror du ett gemensamt kommunikationsmedel kan föra 

samman personerna på arbetsplatsen? 

- Det tror jag absolut kan vara positivt ifall det används på rätt 

sätt.  

 

Kan du vidareutveckla hur olyckorna inträffar, och hur skiljer 

sig arbetsmetoderna generellt? 

- Först vill jag säga att vi på Skanska kräver att alla arbetande ska 

ha förstå och kunna prata engelska, så språket ska i praktiken 

inte vara några hinder. Tyvärr så ser vi ändå grupperingar 

mellan de olika länderna där det lätt bildas små lag inom 

arbetsplatsen. Detta är vi medvetna om och jobbar med att lösas, 

gemensamma möten har hjälpt till en bättre stämning på 

arbetsplatsen.  

 

De gånger olyckorna inträffar är ofta missförstånd mellan 

arbetare, personer med olika arbetsbakgrund har ofta olika 

värderingar och sätt att se på arbeten med just maskiner. Det är 

inte alltid personer med måleri eller betong bakgrund förstår 

faran med stora tunga maskiner, inte heller personer som alltid 

exempelvis har snickrat. Anställda entreprenadföretag och 

personer förstår ofta varandra väldigt bra.  
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Du pratade om skillnaden på arbetskulturer gällande personer 

ifrån olika länder. Även ifall dessa personer löser uppgifter 

olika, tror du att det finns mer skillnader som gör att deras 

arbete skapar fler olyckor? 

- Som jag pratade om tidigare så varierade respekten för 

anläggningsmaskiner beroende på arbetsbakgrund. Men jag har 

även sett att arbetskultur har också betydelse för den respekt 

man visar till maskin operatör. Vi har haft fall där utländska 

arbetare har struntat i både ögonkontakt och bekräftelse när de 

gått över vägen eller framför maskiner, de ser även olika på 

avspärrningar och varningstexter. De kommunicerar inte på 

samma plan, när det gäller säkerhet och följa säkerhets 

avspärrningar. Personer ifrån Skandinavien avvaktar eller väntar 

på klartecken innan de ställer sig i en position där de möjligtvis 

kan komma till skada, det är inte alltid man ser eller uppfattar 

hela sin omgivning inifrån maskinen.  

 

Har ni gjort något speciellt för att underlätta möjliga skador 

som orsakas av nonchalans eller av utebliven respekt?  

- Absolut, det är mitt arbete. Det effektivaste sättet vi använder 

oss utav är att stängsla in olika arbetsområden så att endast 

personer med tillhörighet av platsen ska jobba och befinna sig 

där, förbipasserande får vara vänliga och gå runt stängslet. Vi 

använder också gångbanor på arbetsplatsen där gående kan 

känna sig trygga, det förenklar också vardagen för maskinisten 

som kan köra på som vanligt utan fotgängare som stör.  
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Hur sker bekräftelsen mellan maskinist och markarbetare?  

- Den vanligaste bekräftelsen är nog den enklaste, ögonkontakt. 

Men även tummen upp är något mina killar använder för att 

klargöra att det är ok att gå framför maskinen. Jag tror att 

personer med vanan av varandra förstår varandra på ett annat 

plan och behöver därför inte samma grad bekräftelse. 

 Vi på Skanska har som policy att det är markarbetarens ansvar 

att se till att maskinisten ser honom och inte tvärtom.  

 

Finns det något sätt att skilja på maskinoperatörer och 

markarbetare?  

- Det går väl att se på kläderna eller att den ena saknar hjälm. 

Men på denna arbetsplats har vi infört 4 olika sorters hjälmar 

som visar arbetsområde och arbetsuppgifter. Vi använder oss 

utav olika färger, exempelvis så personer som bär röd hjälm är 

besökare eller lärlingar på platsen, personer med gröna hjälmar 

är skyddsombud, vanliga arbetare har orange och jag som är 

tjänsteman bär på vit hjälm. Det är faktiskt ofta man får höra vi 

med vit hjälm är inne och “stör” på arbetsplatsen, de andra säger 

att vi inte förstår arbetsflödet på samma vis.  

 

Varför valde ni olika färger på hjälmen? 

- Tanken var att arbetande ska lätt få tag i rätt person snabbt och 

lätt. Du kan även som exempelvis maskinist ha förståelse för 

ifall en besökare beter sig på ett annorlunda vis och inte har 

samma förståelse för flödet inne på arbetsplatsen. Detta bidrar 

förhoppningsvis att man bemöter denna med empati och 

försiktighet.  
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Hur kommunicerar ni med varandra på platsen, och då tänker 

jag främst på maskinist och mararbetare? 

- Vi har mobilförbud inne på området, detta för att arbetarna inte 

ska bli distraherade och använda den vid fel tidpunkter. Istället 

används radio-kommunikation som kommunikationsmedel för 

att prata med varandra, olika områden har en egen kanal att 

kommunicera på. Ofta är det 10-12 personer i samma kanal. 

Tanken med detta ärr minska skitsnacket så att arbetet blir 

effektivt och kommunikationen innehåller det nödvändigaste.  

 

Har ni några varningssignaler eller saker som kommunicerar 

från maskinen?  

- Självklart är alla maskiner utrustade med de vanliga 

indikationerna så som bromsljusen, varselljusen och blinkers. 

Men även varningsljusen på toppen av maskinen som blinkar 

orange. Vi har gått ifrån regeln om att alla maskinerna ska 

använda sig utav den orangea varningssignalen på toppen av 

maskinen, detta på grund av antalet maskiner som jobbar 

tillsammans här. Problemet är att allt du ser i backspegeln är 

blinkande ljus från ett dussintal maskiner, detta tar bort 

huvudfunktionen och blev ett irritationsmoment hos 

operatörerna.  

 

Hur mäter ni noggrannheterna på arbetsuppgifterna när ni 

bygger husen?  

- Vi använder oss utav, GPS, slav och prisma. Med dessa kan vi 

sätta ut punkter och referenser, maskinen har en noggrannhet på 

2-3cm. För husen använder vi oss utav specialiserad personal 

med mätinstrument som klarar hantera de små noggrannheterna 

våra bestämmelser kräver för att bygga denna byggnad.  
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Company: Skanska (ESS), Operator / Manual labor Peter 
Hur kommunicerar du bäst med dina kollegor runt om 

maskinen? 

- Det gör jag faktiskt oftast genom att prata eller skrika till dom, i 

radion är det bara en massa onödigt pladder. Jag kan ha radion 

på vid vissa tidpunkter när jag exempelvis ska flytta maskinen 

till andra områden för att se ifall någon annan än de runt  om 

mig vill något.  

 

Har ni försökt att använda något kommunikationsmedel 

förutom radion?  

- Jag använder oftast mobilen, den funkar bra. Jag har även testat 

Peltor hörlurar, de fungerande fint tills markarbetaren började 

med sin padda, eller startande någon annan bullrig maskin. Då 

blev jag tvungen att stänga av, för allt jag hörde här i maskinen 

var oljud.  

 

Tror du att det finns en marknad för teknik som fungerar i 

höga ljudnivåer?   

- Absolut, men om den tekniken fanns för en rimlig peng så hade 

vi nog redan haft den. Jag vet att Peltor har utvecklat sina 

hjälmar och mikrofoner under ett bra tag nu.  

 

Tror du att autonoma maskiner kommer finnas på 

byggarbetsplatser i framtiden?  

- Definitivt inte, de hade aldrig fungerat. Vad skulle de göra ifall 

det blir en vattenläcka? Eller när något nytt oväntat hände? Hur 

skulle ni konstruera något sånt? Mycket av vårt arbete går ut på 

att lösa uppgifter som ser helt annorlunda ut, och vi måste 

anpassa vårt arbete efter situationen. 
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Company: Skanska (ESS), Operator Mattias 

Hur gör du för att se personer i din omgivning och hur 

kommunicerar ni med varandra? 

- Ofta räcker det med en enkel nickning eller en tumme upp när vi 

jobbar med varandra, för mer komplexa uppgifter så stänger jag 

av maskinen och pratar med mina kollegor eller använder 

komradion. Vi har även testat GoPro för att underlätta arbetet då 

jag inte ser skopan i och med att armen på grävaren är så lång. 

Det var aningen svårt med kameran då min telefon är ganska 

liten att titta på, även allt jobb för att få kameran i visningsläge 

när man gräver kräver både mycket ström och tid. Därför ser jag 

potential i utvecklandet av kamera i min maskin så jag slipper 

att använda vägledning genom radion.  

 

Hur fungerar vägledningen via radio kommunikation?  

- Den är ganska enkel, vi har kanalen öppen och pratar med 

varandra hela tiden och killen i gropen vägleder mig via den. 

Han blir mina öron och ögon. Blir lite svårt att använda termer i 

längd och riktning, blir inte fullt så effektivt.  

Hur har du koll på omgivningen ifrån maskinen?  

- För att se personer i min omgivning så ser jag mig runt omkring, 

det är extra svårt att se personer bakom bommen (armen som 

sitter på hyttens högra sida), där är mitt synfält begränsat. Jag 

har sett att e nyare maskinerna har kameror runt om. Visst gillar 

jag detta, men samtidigt sätter det mer press på mig. Mer teknik 

och skärmar överför samtidigt ansvaret till mig, och jag förlorar 

min effektivitet ifall jag måste sitta och titta på skärmarna hela 

tiden. Med all teknik så tror markarbetarna att jag ser dem hela 

tiden.  

Hur pratar man med dig eller får din uppmärksamhet på 

enklast vis?  

- Lättast är ju ifall man kommer rakt framifrån eller från vänster 

sida där jag har bra synfält, det optimala är ju ifall du kontaktar 

mig via radion först.  
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Appendix B: Additional Technologies 
 
Hand Gesture Recognition 

Hand signals are critical for communication on construction sites. 

Hand gesture technologies could be used to facilitate 

communication between workers and autonomous machines. 

Additionally, the technology could be used by the machine 

operators to remotely control machines. Many gesture technologies 

are commercially available with applications ranging from 

recreational activities to remote surgical stations. 

 

Myo is an armband with in integrated sensors that detect arm 

rotation and muscle flexion. Myo is often used for gaming or to 

control drones and other small electronics. I have tested the Myo 

armband which allowed me to wirelessly control a ball through 

gestures and motion. 

Orbotix Sphero, is a small ball that can be controlled using hand 

gesture technology. The setup is depicted in figure 18. Although 

Myo was fun to play with, I think it did not have enough precision 

for operating heavy machinery. Additionally, there was a large 

learning curve associated to the learning experience.  
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Figure 18: Showing the gesture recognition technology, Myo being used to 
control the Sphero ball 

Key lessons learned 

 Accelerometer based gesture devices are not very precise 

 Hand gesture technologies have high learning curve 
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Augmented Reality 

Unlike virtual reality, augmented reality technology overlays 

images on the physical world so a user still sees the surroundings in 

addition to the image. Augmented reality technologies are already 

being used for human machine interaction in the autonomous 

vehicle space. We learned that Volvo Cars, which is a separate 

company from Volvo CE, is already collaborating with Microsoft 

HoloLens to help passengers in autonomous cars understand what 

the car is “thinking" by displaying to the passengers what the car 

sees and what it plans to do next. world. This technology has 

potential to provide workers with similar information such as 

machine intentions, drive paths, danger zones, and much more. 

Understanding what the machine is doing will likely help the 

worker trust working near the machines and improve the 

effectively the workers interact with the machines.  

 

Key lessons learned 

 Augmented reality headsets do not largely disrupt a user’s field 

of view because the holograms are overlaid on the world. 

 Volvo Cars are already interested in using HoloLens to connect 

passengers to self-driving cars. 
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Heads up display 

Exploration with heads-up displays as another potential method for 

communicating information to the construction workers was made. 

Heads-up displays integrated into the hard hats could provide 

workers with visualizations of machine intentions and other 

relevant information. To explore this idea, I created a mock heads-

up dis-play system that utilizes a smart of as the display screen. As 

shown in figure 19, the phone is attached to a hard hat on a 

protruding stick. The phone displays information at approximately 

eye level, several inches away from the users face.  

 

 

Figure 19: Shows the prototype of the heads-up display 
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Critical about heads-up-display 

The heads-up display is intended to answer the following critical 

questions: 

1. Is it possible to utilize smart phones that most workers already 

own as a screen to achieve heads-up display functionality? 

2. Does the phone block peripheral vision? 

 

Heads-up Display description 

The mock heads-up display utilizes a smart phone as the display 

screen. The prototype was built using wood and Legos. A 

protruding wood stick is glued to a standard hard hat and a phone 

holder build using Legos is attached to the end. The view with and 

without the phone is shown in figure 20. The setup was used to test 

how test how seamlessly information could be passed to the user 

wearing the device by displaying different images and videos on 

the phone screen. 

 

Figure 20: showing the heads-up-display with and without phone 
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Findings and learnings 

From our benchmarking and need finding we learned that workers 

frequently use their smartphones to pass information and 

communicate tasks. Currently, workers must stop what they are 

doing and remove their gloves to check their phones. This is 

inefficient and causes downtime, which are characteristics our 

persona does not like. A more effective, hands free, visualization 

tool would be advantageous to our persona by providing an 

efficient way to pass tasks and image files on current sites, and 

communicate machine intentions on future sites. My aim doing this 

prototype was to achieve this functionality with the mock personal 

heads-up display. I discovered that although using a workers’ 

phone as a screen is potentially a cost effective solution, it does not 

mimic typical heads-up display systems that are transparent. The 

phone can be used to pass information but largely obstructs 

peripheral vision and is very distracting.  

 

I also explored Google Glass, which is an optical head-mounted 

display. It has functionalities similar to smartphones controlled 

with hand gestures and voice commands. It looks like a pair of 

glasses but provides technology that lets you view the information 

on your right lens. 

 

According to me, took the Google Glass display also uses to much 

of my attention and vision. Employees at Volvo CE had already 

explored the experience with Google Glass and they also 

renounced the device.  

 

Key lessons learned 

 Could be helpful with video guidance through maintenance. 

 Took all the attention from the surrounding, could be dangerous 

for operators. 

 Seems to be very fragile, low battery capability and to small to 

work as safety glasses.    
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